


Item number：C36000100

Material：

body material：food-grade PP inner material： ceramic glaze 

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：700W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：1.8L

Electric pot

 Healthy and safe.

 No odor and non-stick pan ensures durability.

 Easy to clean and the power port at the end of the handle to

ensure that the pot will not enter water when cleaning.

 It can meet the dining needs of 2-3 people at a time with 1.8L

large capacity.

 Double layer insulation and anti-ironing.

 Food-grade PP steamer meets the requirements of steaming

and cooking, high temperature resistance(120 degrees), not

easy to crack, and long-term use will not change color and

deformation



Item number：C56010100

Material：Glass+PP+stainless steel

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：300W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：2L

Meat chopper

 The 2L large capacity meets the needs of families of 3-5

people.

 One key can start double gear double speed, fast twisted

more hard food and slow twisted more soft food.

 The 300W high-power motor makes the drive knife head

rotate at high speed to achieve the effect of twisting 0.5kg

of meat in 8 seconds, more efficient.

 Stereo four-leaf S-type screw knife is sharp and durable,

can be evenly cut into food

 Easy to clean



Item number：C56000100

Material：Glass+PP+stainless steel

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：300W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：2L

Meat chopper

 The 300W high-power motor makes the drive knife head

rotate at high speed to achieve the effect of twisting 0.5kg of

meat in 8 seconds, more efficient.

 One key can start double gear double speed, fast twisted

more hard food and slow twisted more soft food.

 Stereo four-leaf S-type screw knife is sharp and durable, can

be evenly cut into food

 The 2L large capacity meets the needs of families of 3-5

people.

 Easy to clean

 Thicker glass bowl ensures wear resistance and visibility.

 Fine steel plum blossom buckle can run for a longer time，

Stainless steel bearings are used to be more firm and

durable.



Item number：C36010100

Material：PP+non-stick coating

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：1500W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：4L      

3.color：pale green

Air fryer

 Oil-free air fried is low-fat and healthier, Fried chicken wings,

French fries without oil but the taste is still the same.

 4L large capacity square basket can bake a whole chicken,

large capacity can easily meet the needs of a family.

 360 Three-dimensional cycle heating and 1500W high

power make the rapid heating up, to ensure that the food is

heating evenly, reducing the loss of umami taste.

 Micro switch design automatic power off can prevent scald,

pull out the basket automatically power off, put into the

basket automatically work in the original state.

 Fried basket with a non-stick coating, cooking food will not

stick to the pan, easy to clean.

 Electroplating double knob control design can operate

simply, you can choose time and temperature to make

exclusive delicious food.



Item number：C36010150

Material：PP+non-stick coating

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：1500W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：4L       

3.Color：black

Air fryer

 Oil-free air fried is low-fat and healthier, Fried chicken wings,

French fries without oil but the taste is still the same.

 4L large capacity square basket can bake a whole chicken,

large capacity can easily meet the needs of a family.

 360 Three-dimensional cycle heating and 1500W high

power make the rapid heating up, to ensure that the food is

heating evenly, reducing the loss of umami taste.

 Micro switch design automatic power off can prevent scald,

pull out the basket automatically power off, put into the

basket automatically work in the original state.

 Fried basket with a non-stick coating, cooking food will not

stick to the pan, easy to clean.

 Electroplating double knob control design can operate

simply, you can choose time and temperature to make

exclusive delicious food.



Item number：C36020100

Material：PP+non-stick coating

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：1270W/220V/50Hz

2.Capacity：3.5L    

3.Color：beige

Air fryer

 Oil-free air fried is low-fat and healthier,can reduce your fat

intake by 80% .Fried chicken wings, French fries without oil

but the taste is still the same.

 The full LCD display mode design makes it can start and

stop through touching screen, easy to use and intelligent.

you can choose time and temperature to make exclusive

delicious food.

 3.5L large capacity square basket can bake a whole

chicken, large capacity can easily meet the needs of a

family.

 360 Three-dimensional cycle heating and 1270W high

power make the rapid heating up, to ensure that the food is

heating evenly, reducing the loss of umami taste.

 Fried basket with a non-stick coating, cooking food will not

stick to the pan, easy to clean.



Item number：C36070100

Material：PP+non-stick coating

Specifications：

1.Rated voltage/frequency：220V~/50Hz

2.Rated power：1400W

3.Capacity：4L

Air fryer

 Oil-free air fried is low-fat and healthier, Fried chicken wings,

French fries without oil but the taste is still the same.

 4L large capacity square basket can bake a whole chicken,

large capacity can easily meet the needs of a family.

 360 Three-dimensional cycle heating and 1500W high

power make the rapid heating up, to ensure that the food is

heating evenly, reducing the loss of umami taste.

 Micro switch design automatic power off can prevent scald,

pull out the basket automatically power off, put into the

basket automatically work in the original state.

 Fried basket with a non-stick coating, cooking food will not

stick to the pan, easy to clean.

 Electroplating double knob control design can operate

simply, you can choose time and temperature to make

exclusive delicious food.



Item number：C56020100

Material：PP

Specifications：

1.Rated power/voltage/frequency：75W/220V/50Hz

2.Color：rock color

Sterilization knives and 

chopsticks holder

 Main material: food-grade PP material is safe and reliable.

 Disinfection method: physical sterilization method ——

plasma high temperature disinfection is environmental and

health.

 Control mode: light touch control is easy.

 Main functions: fast sterilization, drying and sterilization,

cruise mode

 The breathing light is lit to enhance life taste in working

mode.



Item number：C56020200

Material：Holder： food-grade PP 

Slicing/Chef/Fruit knife：30Cr13+PP；

Kitchen scissors：30Cr13+PP

Specifications：5 pcs

Sterilizing knives and 
chopsticks holder set

 Main material: food-grade PP material is safe and reliable.

 Disinfection method: physical sterilization method ——

plasma high temperature disinfection is environmental and

health.

 Control mode: light touch control is easy.

 Main functions: fast sterilization, drying and sterilization,

cruise mode

 The breathing light is lit to enhance life taste in working

mode.

 The knives and scissors material is 30Cr13 that is sharp and

wear-resistant, manual blade mouth is sharp by fine

grinding, the handle material is PP that ensures not shrink

and comfortable grip.



Item number：C56030100

Material：High borosilicate glass cup+PP cup cove+high 

temperature resistant flame retardant cup seat+die-cast 

aluminum heating plate+SUS304 blade

Specifications：

1.Rated voltage/frequency：220V~/50Hz

2.Rated power：Heating power: 900W,  stirring power :

600W          

3.Capacity：1.75L 

High speed blender

 Function: soybean milk, five grain pulp, tonic paste, stew,

thick soup, fruit and vegetable juice, milkshake, cleaning and

appointment function.

 Appointment time: less than 12 hours (including 12 hours)

 Cup group: 1.75L high boron glass cup, PP food grade cup

cover, high temperature resistant flame retardant cup holder.

 New heating plate paint design will not paste the bottom.

 Easy to clean,touching one button can clean the blender.

 The cup body is made of thickened high borosilicate glass,

which is healthy and safe and heated without odor

 With the open cover and power off protection function, it

eliminates potential safety risks.

 Waterproof and integrated LCD display panel is easy to

operate and clean.



Item number：C36030100

Material：PP+SUS304 internal bile

Specifications：

1.Rated voltage/frequency：220V~/50Hz

2.Rated power：700W

3.Capacity：3L

Smart rice cooker

 The separation state of rice soup can achieve the purpose

of low sugar health, reducing the starch content by about

54%.

 Rice soup sinks but remains sweet, including healthy and

delicious.

 Overflow prevention and independent rice soup box is easy

to take and clean.

 With 102℃ high temperature steaming, rice will be sweet

and sticky.

 Visualization of working state can operate easily and

without worry.

 Three kinds of rice taste is optional, to meet the taste of

different people.

 The function of high temperature cleaning can clean the

internal bile food residue.



Item number：C36040100

Material：PP+non-stick coating

Specifications：

1.Rated voltage/frequency：220V~/50Hz

2.Rated power：600W

3.Capacity：2.5L  

Electric pressure cooker

 70kPa smart fast pressure, through-boiling is not boiling.

 Supporting open cover cooking, can be used as a small hot

pot.

 The operation panel is controlled by the touch buttons.

 One-click reverse exhaust design is convenient and safe.

 The 1.8mm thick ball kettle is non-stick inner liner.

 10 Functional, good taste, 24-hour appointments.

 The triangle can control the pressure stably, pressure

sensing is stable and accurate.

 The inner pot is stretched out at one time, with the

advantages of good strength and long life, and has passed

the EMC test.



Item number：C36100100

Material：Cold rolled board spray plastic+electric wood+

cast aluminum baking plate

Specifications：

1.Rated voltage/frequency：220V~/50Hz

2.Rated power：1200W

3.Capacity：4L  (Hot pot plate)

Multi-functional cooking pot

 Use surface heating plate.

 The 1200W high-power heating system.

 Plate temperature control is upgraded to pot temperature

control.

 Wear-resistant anti-scratch.

 Split pans and non-stick pot make cleaning more

convenient.

 The pot body is die-cast in one time, the bottom is

innovative arc design

 Multi-file temperature control design can accurately control

the temperature.

Frying pan Deep frying pan




